Context: Syntax is fundamental to any programming language: syntax defines valid programs. In the 1970s, computer scientists rigorously and empirically studied programming languages to guide and inform language design. Since then, language design has been artistic, driven by the aesthetic concerns and intuitions of language architects. Despite recent studies on small sets of selected language features, we lack a comprehensive, quantitative, empirical analysis of how modern, real-world source code exercises the syntax of its programming language.
Introduction
Syntax and semantics define a programming language. Informally, a language has many features. A language's syntactic rules provide the most direct means to measure the use of a language's features. Thousands of programming languages exist; each embodies a different set of possible language features. Language designers usually have limited knowledge on how programmers actually use a language [1] . This leads to many unnatural and rarely used features being introduced, while expected ones not introduced [2, 3] . In addition, many language features, especially language syntax, remain a significant barrier to novice programmers [4, 5] .
We tackle the question of how to systematically understand these features and their usage. Rather than ad-hoc characterizations of features, we propose the use of language grammars to precisely and systematically characterize language features. Indeed, most programming language features quite directly map onto syntactic constructs. Therefore, we study how programmers use language features by analyzing their use of the language syntax.
Knuth conducted the first study to understand how programmers use FORTRAN over 40 years ago [1] . Similar studies were subsequently performed on COBOL [6, 7] , APL [8] and Pascal [9] between the 1970s and 1980s. In recent decades, there has been little quantitative study demonstrating how a modern programming language is used in practice, especially from the perspective of language syntax. Previous studies have investigated the use of subsets of language features (e.g., Java generics [10] and Java reflection [11] ). Although Dyer et al. [12] investigated the use of newly-introduced features over three main language releases, they only examined a relatively small subset of language features and did not consider pre-existing features.
Studying how a large number of real-world programs use language syntax may help validate or disprove the many popular "theories" about what language features are most popular, most useful, easiest to use, etc. that abound in popular literature about programming and on the Internet. In addition, the gap between language features and their actual usage may guide pedagogy, giving teachers insight into how to teach a programming language in a better way. Language designers may leverage data on actual syntactic rule usage to optimize the design of languages, e.g. simplifying unpopular features or identifying boilerplate that could be eliminated. We will provide concrete examples when presenting our detailed study results.
To this end, we perform a large-scale empirical study on a diverse corpus of over 5, 000 real-world Java projects to gain insight into how syntactic rules are used in practice. We generate abstract syntax trees (ASTs) for approximately 150 million SLoC, and tabulate and analyze the occurrences of all syntactic rules. In particular, to understand how syntax rules are used over time, we have checked out over 13, 000 versions from the studied projects' revision histories to understand rule usage evolution.
We also perform depth-2 bounded nesting analysis to investigate dependent rule usage. Indeed, when using a grammar to parse a string, some nonterminals in the grammar can be reached only after another nonterminal has been traversed. For X, Y ∈ N , the set of nonterminals, and α, β ∈ (N ∪ T ) * where T is the set of terminals, we write X * → αY β to denote that Y depends on X. We bound this dependency because, in the limit, all nonterminals vacuously depend on the grammar's start symbol. In this work, we consider k = 2 and report our dependency results for X 2 → αY β, as these short range dependencies are closer to the sentences that programmers write and think about and thus are better candidates for identifying idioms.
In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:
• It presents the first effort in 30 years to conduct a largescale, comprehensive, empirical analysis of the use of language constructs in a modern programming language, namely Java;
• This work is the first to study dependent rule usage and quantify its contextual nature. This is also the first to study the evolution of rule usage over time, the adoption of new rules, and how new rules impact the usage of pre-existing ones.
• The results show that: (i) 20% of the most-used rules account for 85% of all rule usage, while 65% of the least-used rules are used < 5% of the time and 40% only < 1% of the time; (ii) 16.7% of the rules are unpopular and are adopted in < 25% of the projects (e.g. assert statement, labeled statement, and empty statement); and (iii) for dependent rule usage, 6% of the combinations exhibit strong dependency with > 50% probability.
Taken together, our results permit language designers to empirically consider whether new constructs are likely to be worth the cost of their implementation and deployment. They also identify boilerplate (i.e. repetitive rule usage) that new constructs may profitably replace. For example, we have observed a reduced use of anonymous class declarations, while an increased use of the enhanced-for constructs w.r.t. all syntactic rule usage. We believe that work like ours enables data-driven language design, analogous to how Cocke's study at IBM in the 1970s on the actual usage of CISC instructions eventually led to the RISC architectures.
Study Design and Results
This section describes our methodology in detail, with special attention given to the study subject and the research questions, followed by our general findings.
Study Subject
Java Syntax. To understand how programmers adopt syntax, we selected Java, a modern, mature and widely-used programming language as our research subject. Java's syntax is the set of rules defining how a Java program is written and interpreted; it is essentially a dialect of C/C++. Major releases of the Java Language Specification (JLS) track its constant evolution.
In this paper, we survey 132 syntactic rules in total, distributed in JLS1∼JLS4 1 [13] [14] [15] [16] . Table 1 lists the distribution, including the release date and corresponding updates. In contrast to the study by Dyer et al. [12] , which focuses on the newly imported language syntax rules, we concentrate on the complete set of the syntactic rules. The details of the rules can be found online 2 . Table 2 provides summary statistics on the corpus. The corpus is also diverse, covering projects of different size and development history. It contains small, medium and large projects, where the number of Java files within projects ranges from 1 to 39, 247. The corpus also includes projects with short, medium and long lifecycles, where their development years span from 1 to 17 and the commits with each repository range from 1 to 123, 938. The corpus thus provides a wide and comprehensive range of projects on which to study the evolution of syntactic rule usage.
Many projects contain duplicate source files. Such duplications probably distort the statistics of the syntactic rule usage. To tackle this problem, we take the following measures. For each Git repository, we only analyze the main branch to avoid the redundant computation on a project with multiple copies. Also the duplicated files may still exist within a project. A search program we wrote helps us to automatically identify such functionally equivalent source files. Our tool only detects type-1 file clone (which may differ in whitespace, comments and layout). 
Research Questions and Key Findings
This study aims to answer how language syntax is adopted in real open-source projects. To this end, we designed three specific research questions (RQ) for investigation. This section also lists summary results to provide an overview.
RQ1: How are syntactic rules used in practice?
For each project, we determine how many syntactic rules it used. In addition, we compute the popularity of each rule, i.e., how much of the projects use it. We are also interested in the concrete usage of different syntax rules within the code corpus. This data tells us which syntactic rules are most used and which are least used, highlighting some unpopular rules as possible candidates for language designers to continuously improve their designs, and finally achieve the goal of simplifying the language to ease its maintenance, especially to reduce its cognitive load on developers.
Findings: (i) The usage of syntax rules obeys Zipf's law [20] : some rules are used frequently, while others rarely; (ii) most projects use only a subset of syntax rules; and (iii) project size, measured in size of Java files, correlates with the adoption of syntactic rules. Section 3 explains these findings in detail.
RQ2: How are syntactic rules used in practice over time?
This RQ sheds light on the evolution of the syntactic rule usage. For each project, we investigate the frequency of syntactic rules changed during the project's development life-cycle. For each rule, we report its historical adoption rate by projects. The data shows syntactic rules becoming popular or unpopular. We are also interested in understanding how the usage of evolved syntactic rules after language updates, e.g., how the new, or updated rules impact the usage of pre-existing rules?
Findings: (i) The use of most existing syntactic rules remains stable over time, with some exceptions whose usage is declining; (ii) most newly introduced rules were adopted by developers gradually but some have been widely used in projects. However, not all of them were used as expected; and (iii) newly added rules do impact the use of the existing relevant rules. Section 4 details our findings.
RQ3: How strongly do rule usage in practice depend on context?
In contrast to RQ1, which studies the syntactic rules in isolation, this RQ helps us understand syntactic rule usage dependencies in real-world code, and answer questions like "What rules tend to follow a certain type of "parent" rule?" In particular, we calculate the conditional probability of dependent rule usage to investigate what rules are likely to be adopted together.
Findings: (i) Syntactic rules exhibit nontrivial dependency (e.g., 6% of rule combinations show strong dependency with > 50% probability); and (ii) rule usage is contextual and helps identify potential syntactic sugar to simplify a language or guide syntactic (rather than lexical) refactoring or code completion and suggestion. Section 5 explains our findings in detail.
Single Rule Usage in Practice
Notation. First, we formalize the measures that we use. Each project P i = {f 1 , f 2 , · · · } is a set of files. Our source code corpus is a set of projects: C = {P 1 , P 2 , P 3 , · · · }. When r i is a syntactic rule, R = {r 1 , r 2 , · · · , r n } is the set of syntactic rules under analysis. We use O(P i ) to denote the multiset of rules used in project P i . We let m X denote multiplicity function of the multiset X; the multiplicity m O(P ) (r) returns the multiplicity, i.e. the count of uses, of the rule r ∈ P . We elide X, when its binding is clear from context. R(P ) denotes the set that underlies O(P ) whose indicator function returns 1 for every rule in O(P ) with multiplicity > 0. Likewise, we use multiset O(f ) to record the usage of rules in the file and R(f ) to denote O(f )'s underlying set, for f ∈ P .
Aggregate Results
From the perspective of syntactic rule, we study how rules are used in our corpus, tallying their popularity and frequency. To this end, we defined three measures:
1. PP(r) represents the Percentage of the Projects that adopt the syntactic rule r:
PP(r) measures a rule's popularity across the projects in a corpus. The value is larger when more projects adopt r; when all projects in a corpus adopt r, PP(r) = 1.
2. PF(r) represents the Percentage of the Files that adopt the syntactic rule r:
PF(r) measures the popularity of rule use across files, which is a finer-grained perspective to measure the rule adoption. The value is larger when more files adopt r; when all files adopt r, PF(r) = 1.
3. PO(r) is the Percentage of Occurrences of the rule r computed as the count of uses of r over the count of all rule uses:
PO(r) evaluates the rule use frequency among the corpus. The value would be larger if the occurrences of rule r is higher in the source code.
From the perspective of the software projects, we further wonder how projects use the syntactic rules. Namely, how much of the syntactic rules are enough to construct a project in common? In addition, from a finer-grained angle, we wish to learn how much of the syntactic rules are used to construct a file in common. To this end, we define two values to measure: 4. PSRP(P i ) represents the Percentage of the Syntactic Rules that are used in Project P i . PSRP(P i ) evaluates efficiency of the current language grammars. The value would be larger if more syntactic rules are adopted in project P i . When all syntactic rules are adopted in P i , PSRP(P i ) = 1.
. PSRF(f i ) represents the Percentage of the Syntactic Rules that are used in File f i . PSRF(f i ) also evaluates the grammar efficiency from a finer-grained perspective. The value would be larger if more syntactic rules are adopted in file f i . When all syntactic rules are adopted in f i , PSRF(f i ) = 1.
To investigate how a single syntax rule is used in practice, we calculated PP, PF, PSRP and PSRF values based on the latest snapshot of every repository. Figure 1 shows the distributions of these values. Regarding the PP values in Figure 1 (a), most of the rules were adopted in around 50%∼80% of the projects. More than half of the rules (53.8%) were used in over 75% of the projects, in which only 3 rules (compilation-unit, class declaration and identifier) were used in all projects. Instead, the PP value of some syntactic rules were quite small. More than 15% of the syntactic rules were adopted in less than 25% projects (e.g. the label statement). Regarding the PF values, most of the rules were adopted 5%∼30% of the files. A tiny subset of the rules (9%) were used in over 75% of the files. The same 3 rules were also indispensable to construct a Java file.
Regarding the PSRP value in Figure 1(b) , not all the syntactic rules are adopted in the project development. Programmers usually employed a subset of the rules to develop the software projects. Most projects adopted around 60%∼80% of all syntactic rules. Small group of the projects (13.8%) adopted over 85% of the rules, in which only 3 projects used the complete set of the rules. In contrast, 16.5% of the projects adopted only less than 50% of the syntactic rules. Some outlier projects in our corpus used extremely few rules. For instance, the project Templatebread developed by haxzamatic only adopted 8 syntactic rules. Regarding the PSRF value, around 20%∼30% of the syntactic rules were adopted to construct a Java file. Only 3% of the files required more than 50% of the rules. The file with maximum PSRF value covered 85% of the syntactic rules.
It is natural to speculate the PSRP values are tightly related with the project scales. Our hypothesis is that projects with larger scale adopt more syntactic rules since large-scale systems usually involve more diverse characteristics, which requires more language features, i.e. syntactic rules to complete its functionalities. To verify our intuitive conjecture, we classified the corpus into three groups 3 and analyzed the distribution separately. It is also interesting to validate whether the syntactic rule usage obey the Pareto principle. Figure 2 (a) shows that a small number of syntactic rules account for most rule usage. The top 20% of the rules account for 85% all rule usage. The heavy tail
covers many unpopular syntactic rules, 65% of the least-used rules account for less 5% of all rules usage; the 40% for less 1%. The heavy tail in our data indicates the possibility for optimizing the design of the language syntax, e.g. removing or refactoring the extremely unpopular syntax, instead of adding new syntax continuously. We also fit the rule usage data to some candidate distributions. Figure 2 (b) shows that the log-normal distribution has a much better fit than the power-law distribution [21] .
In-Depth Study of Interesting Rules
To further investigate the usage of the syntactic rules, we present the PP, PF and PO values of most representative rules in detail, which are divided into four groups: declaration, statement, expression and type/annotation. Table 3 shows the results.
Declaration. Regarding the group of the declaration related rules, the class, method, import and package declarations appeared in (almost) every project. They also had high probability of appearing in Java files. It is obvious as the class and method declaration are fundamental rules to implement the essential functionalities. The import declaration is the basic rule to introduce external functionalities, together with the method invocation. The package declaration is also indispensable as it assigns namespaces for programs to prevent name conflicts. The constructor declaration also had very high PP value, but it only appeared in about half of the Java files. Contrarily, the annotation-type and enum declaration were used much less than other declarations. This might be because both of the rules were introduced in JLS3, which caused developers have less time to be familiar with and adopt them. We also found that the PF and PO values of annotation-type, anonymous-class, enum and interface declarations had big decreases w.r.t. PP values. It indicates that although these rules were adopted in many projects, the use frequencies were quite low.
Statement. Regarding the group of the statement related rules, the expression statement was the most commonly used rule, which had both high PP and PF values. The usage is as expected since it is in charge of wrapping expressions into statements. The variable-declaration, return and if statements were posteriori frequently used where the first rule is the essential way to generate variables (in which most are objects, the key elements in Object Oriented Programming) and the last two rules are both fundamental constructs to affect the control flow of the program's execution. The do, empty, labeled and type-declaration statements were used much fewer than other statements.
Expression. Regarding the group of the expression related rules, the PP value of most rules reached over 80%, except the super-field access. The method invocation was heavily used as expected since it is the key mechanism to introduce internal and external functionalities. More than half of the files adopted the class-instance creation, assignment and infix expression. Other rules were used in 10%∼30% of the files.
Type. Regarding the group of the type related rules, the usage of the simple type and primitive type covered a large portion. The parameterized type, which was introduced in JLS3 to represent the generic type, was also used considerably. Conversely, the union type and the wildcard type were used much less currently, although the wildcard type had been adopted in many projects. In the annotation group, marker annotation was used much more than the normal annotation and single-member annotation. The data from [12] also confirmed that the top two used annotations, i.e. @Override and @Test, which covered more than 55% usage of all annotations, were all marker annotations.
In addition, we have some other interesting findings from the following three perspectives:
Rule Use Preferences 1. The do, while, for and enhanced-for statement are alternative loop statements in Java. The usage of for statement is 2.5 times the usage of while statement, and 23 times the usage of do statement. The enhanced-for statement is a syntactic sugar designed for for statement, which was introduced in JLS3.
Its PP and PF values exceeded the corresponding values of the for statement and its PO value also approached for's PO value. This may be because the enhanced-for statement is recommended for programmers to adopt over the for statement in practice [22] . We discuss more on the evolution of these rules in the RQ2.
2. The if and switch statement are both decision-making syntactic rules. The usage of if statement is 40 times the usage of switch statement. This might be caused by the restriction of applying switch statement. In addition, a switch statement involves 6 switch cases in average from the PO values, which indicates that switch statement was applied in the complex scenarios with more selective execution paths. The conditional expression is the short form of the if statement as the conditional operator behaves like a simple if-else. From the PO values, the usage of the conditional expression was 1/15 of the if statement. Using the conditional expression to implement the structure with multiple decisions would reduce the readability of source code.
3. The anonymous and local class are two special kinds of inner classes in the nested classes. The anonymous-class decla- ration and type-declaration statement correspond to them separately in the syntactic rules. From the PO values, the anonymous-class declaration was used far beyond (83 times) the type-declaration statement. In most cases, the adoption of the anonymous-class declaration concentrated on implementing the Listerner or Runable interfaces.
4. The infix, prefix and postfix expressions are three different formats to compute values where the last two rules can only adopt unary operators. The infix expression covered most cases. The usage of prefix expression is 2 times than the usage of postfix expression as more unary operators can be used in the prefix expression.
Software Shapes
1. The type declaration 4 involved around 3 field declarations, 7 method declarations and 6 import declarations in average, which indicated the approximate structure and scale of a Java class; The enum declaration involved 6 enum-constant declaration averagely in practice;
2. 41.9% of classes did not have any declared constructor based on the PF value of the class declaration and constructor declaration. They used default constructors that were automatically generated without defining any constructors.
3. The constructor declaration invokes existing constructors or super constructors to improve the code reuse in general. According to the PO values of constructor declaration, constructor invocation, and super-constructor invocation, we found that 9% of the constructor declaration reused constructors and 40% reused super constructors.
4. 13.6% of the Java files did not involve any import declaration. One possible situation is that all the types used were fully qualified by programmers; Another is that these files were independent, without relying on any external functionalities.
Bad Practice
1. Based on the PF values, 97.5% of the Java files contained the package declaration. That means the remaining 2.5% of the Java files exhibited the bad practice of failing to specify their package declarations 5 .
Findings:
1. The usage of syntax rules is Zipfian; It fits the lognormal distribution.
2. Not all the syntactic rules were adopted to construct a project simultaneously. Project scale correlates with the adoption of the syntactic rules.
3. Statistics hidden among the syntactic rule usage data are interesting, including programmer's preferences on rule usage (e.g. if v.s. switch statement), software shapes (e.g. the constitution of a Java class) and bad practices (e.g. no package declaration is specified in a Java file)
Rule Usage Over Time
In RQ1, we analyzed the use of the syntactic rules on a single version of each project, i.e. the most recent one in our corpus.
Here, we study their use over time. To better understand the use evolution of the syntactic rules under the project lifecycle, we would answer the following questions: (i) how did the usage of the existing syntactic rules evolve over time; (ii) how did the usage of the newly added syntactic rules evolve after they were introduced; (iii) how did the newly-introduced rules impact the usage of the existing rules. To this end, we checked out multiple snapshots of the source code for each project in the corpus and calculated the same measurements in RQ1 on multiple versions. To facilitate observing the change trend of the evolution data, we selected one year as the time interval to sample the multiple snapshots.
Evolution of Existing Rules
JLS1 was the baseline version of the Java language. It published 115 syntactic rules, which still covered 87% of the rules in Java syntax even if the JLS has moved forward to JLS4. It is interesting to learn if the use of syntactic rules defined in JLS1 continue the domination after new rules had been introduced. To this end, we calculated the PO value of syntactic rule set for different JLS versions. Table 4 shows the results based on the following equation. It is obvious the use of syntactic rules mainly converge at JLS1, although the value of PO(R JLS1 ) shrunk by 4.5% in 2014. The use of rules in JLS3 steadily increased over time. The rules proposed in JLS2 and JLS4 were still rarely used.
To measure the change trend of the rule use, we adopt CAGR (Compound Annual Growth Rate) to calculate the smoothed change rate per year within the given time period [23] . Taking PP value as an example, suppose PP(r, t) is the PP(r) value at time point t, we use PP(r, t 1 , t 2 ) to represent the change rate of PP(r) per year between time points t 1 and t 2 . Hence, we have CAGR P P (r, t 1 , t 2 ) = ( P P (r, t 2 ) P P (r, t 1 ) We applied the CAGR PP to evaluate the change of rule popularity, and the CAGR PO to evaluate the change of rule use frequency. We chose 2004 as the start year, and 2014 as the end year to calculate both of the values. Figure 3 presents the results. Considering the CAGR PP value, 27% (31/115) of the syntactic rules sustained growth over the 10 years, though their growth rates per year were slow. This might be because most of the rules are popular among the developers and their PP values essentially remained over 80%, which reduced their growth space. The CAGR PP value of 73% of the rules were negative, in which 42% of the rules dropped by less than 2%. Around 15% of the rules were down over 5% per year. Figure 4 (a) shows some cases with rapid decline on P P values. The empty statement dropped steadily, fell from 71% to 27%, a total decrease of 162% in 10 years. The synchronized statement, the labeled statement and the do statement also had the similar downward trend. The synchronized statement is specific for multi-threaded applications, which restrict its usage. The labeled statement is always a controversial rule although it would not suffer from the problems caused by the goto statement [24] [25] . Developers still had many debates [26] , which greatly affect using this rule. For the do statement, we discuss more below.
Regarding the CAGR PO , 26% (30/115) of the syntactic rules sustained growth over the 10 years, in which some of the rules increased by more than 5%, e.g. the anonymous-class declaration. When combining the CAGR PP and CAGR PO , we found that 24% (28/115) of the rules have contrary change trend in which half of them (14/115) had positive CAGR PP values and negative CAGR PO values. This means although they were adopted in more proportion of projects, the occurrence proportion in the source code dropped. The package declaration is the case. The remaining 12 rules had negative CAGR PP values and positive CAGR PO values. The switch statement is the case.
Adoption of New Rules
JLS3 was a major release that introduced many important features, including generic, enumeration and annotation. Compared to JLS3, JLS2 and JLS4 were small update releases. As JLS4 was released not long ago, we concentrate on the syntactic rules introduced in JLS2 and JLS3.
Annotations were used to provide metadata for source code. They have no direct effect on the execution of the code they annotate. All annotation related rules were introduced in JLS3, involving the annotation-type declaration and three types of annotations, i.e. the normal annotation, the marker annotation and the single-member annotation. To measure the acceptance among the projects, we monitored the PP values of these rules for 10 years. Figure 4 values of three annotations grew fast from 2006 and exceeded 50% in 2014. The marker annotation was always the most popular annotation in use, which was adopted in almost all (98%) projects in 2014. The use growth of the single-member annotation and the normal annotation were slower, but their PP values still achieved 82% and 56%, separately. In contrast, the use growth of annotation-type declaration was much slower than the annotations. This means developers preferred to use existing annotations instead of defining a new annotation type.
Certainly, not all the newly-added syntactic rules were used as expected. The assert statement is the case. The assertion enables the developers to verify their code. After the assert statement was introduced in JLS2, its PP values stayed between 20% and 40%. Many projects did not adopt it at all. The possible reason is that using the assert statement has many restrictions [27].
Impact of New Rules on Existing Rules
The enhanced-for statement is a popular syntactic rule introduced in JLS3. As an alternative option for for statement and other loop-related rules, e.g. while statement and do statement, it simplifies the code by its simple structure, which can be considered as a syntactic sugar. To look into how the enhanced-for statement impact the use of other loop-related rules, we calculate the PO L for each loop rule based on the following equation where L = {r for , r while , r do , r enhanced-for }. Figure 4 (c) shows the evolution of the four rules. It depicts that the PO L value of enhanced-for statement increased from 0% to 36%, which caused the decrease of the PO L value of the for statement (from 70% to 43%) and the while statement (from 31% to 18%). The usage of enhanced-for statement already approached the usage for statement. The possible reason is that enhanced-for statement allows you to iterate through a collection without having to create an Iterator or without having to calculate beginning and end conditions for a counter variable, which reduces writing the repeated code for developers and makes the code easier to read and understand. In addition, the P O L values of do statement stayed fairly low all the time. It never became popular among the loop-related rules. As the decrease of the while statement in use, the for and the enhanced-for statement covered almost 80% usage. We calculate the correlation coefficient (cc) between the enhanced-for and other loop rules. The table below shows the results, which indicates that enhanced-for and for, enhanced-for and while are inversely correlated. Generic mechanism is a significant update in JLS3. It enables types (classes and interfaces) to be parameters when defining classes, interfaces and methods. The generic code has many benefits, including provide strong type checks at compile time and eliminate the use of casts [15] . From the P P values of the parameterized type (99.0% in 2014), the generic has been adopted in most projects. To further understand the use of the generic in classes, interfaces and methods, we look into the generic adoption in related generic-enabled rules, e.g. the class declaration and the class-instance creation. To this end, we calculate the proportion of the rules that apply the generic. Figure 4(d) shows the results. The use of generic class-instance creation reached 12.5%, which was higher than the use of three kinds of generic declarations. The use of the generic type (including parameterized type and wildcard type in Java syntax) also approached 10%, w.r.t. all simple types. The use proportion of the generic interface declaration is 3 times than the use of the generic class declaration. Instead, the use of the generic method declaration and the generic method invocation remained relatively low, compared to the other rules. On the whole, the use generic maintained rapid growth. In addition, as the code using generic can reduce the usage of casts, we confirmed this benefit from the PO value of cast expression, which decreased from 1.69% (in 2004) to 0.63% (in 2014).
Findings:
1. The use of most existing syntactic rules remained stable.
Some of the rules were losing their attraction, e.g. the empty, labeled and do statement; 2. Most newly-introduced rules were adopted by programmers gradually and some have been widely used in projects (e.g. the marker annotation). Exceptions also existed (e.g. the assert statement).
3. The newly-added rules did impact the use of the existing relevant rules. The enhanced-for statement greatly reduced the use of other loop related rules.
Dependent Rule Usage
The use of syntactic rules is dependent. In practice, we might have the experience that the switch statement is often applied under the while statement, but rarely under the for statement. Another accessible example is that nested loops are often observed from the source code. However, no study has focused on this aspect. Hence, it is significant to investigate dependencies among syntactic rules. In RQ1 and RQ2, we have analyzed the use of syntactic rules individually. In RQ3, we analyze syntax rule dependencies and various nesting depth constraints in real-world code. To this end, we use bounded depth rule dependencies to capture contextual dependencies. As discussed earlier in Section 1, we consider depth 2. That is, for a pair of rules (r 1 , r 2 ), if r 1 is fired, we calculate how likely r 2 is fired. Hence, we compute the conditional probability P r(r 2 |r 1 ) to express depth-2 dependencies. Figure 5 gives a concrete example for calculating P r(r 2 |r 1 ).
Aggregate Results
We calculate P r(r 2 |r 1 ) for all possible usage dependencies among 132 syntactic rules. Figure 6 shows the heat map of the rule usage dependencies, which illustrates that strong dependencies do exist.
Overall, we have found 1273 kinds of usage dependencies with P r(r 2 |r 1 ) > 0, which cover 7% of all possible combinations. Around 6% (80/1273) of the usage dependencies have P r(r 2 |r 1 ) > 50%. In addition, we discover that 23% (31/132) of the syntactic rules are used dependently. Figure 7 provides the depth-2 dependencies of some interesting syntactic rules. For each selected rule r 1 , we only list five rules r 2 that have higher P r(r 2 |r 1 ).
Besides nested loops, which we consider in detail later, we have also found some interesting nesting cases: (i) over 1/5 of the if statements contain if statements in their bodies; (ii) In 13.54% of method invocations, other method invocations are nested in either the caller expressions or the method arguments; (iii) 1.8% of the class declaration contain another class declaration.
Returning null is considered a bad practice in most cases except when null is the expected result under certain conditions [22, 28] . We have found that 5.4% of the return statements return null. We next present some interesting examples based on P r(r 2 |r 1 ) values.
Case Studies
Exception Handling. In Java, errors are usually managed by an exception object. The syntactic rule try statement is used to handle exceptions. We have found that 13.1% of the try statements adopt the try-finally structure, without using a catch-clause. Such usage is reasonable when the programmer cannot handle the exception locally and must clean up the resources when the exception is triggered.
Within the use of the standard try-catch-finally structure, 27% of the try statements catch exceptions and re-throw them from a catch-clause, where 85% of the exceptions are wrapped before being thrown. We also find that 16% of catch-clause does nothing in handling exceptions. The behavior of catching an exception and ignoring it is usually a bad practice [22, Item 65] .
Nested Loop. A loop is a fundamental structure that allows code to be repeatedly executed. A nested loop is a loop inside the body of another loop, which is often applied to more complex structures, e.g. accessing a matrix. It is interesting to study the probability of using nested loops in practice. Hence, we calculate P (r 2 |r 1 ) where r 1 , r 2 ∈ {r f or , r while , r do , r enhanced−f or }.
The following table shows the results. Around 10% of the for statements are nested loops, containing other loop-related rules, most of which are for statements. For enhanced-for statements, while statements and do statements, 7%∼8% of the rules contain other looping structures. Like for statements, the enhanced-for statements and while statements usually contain themselves as inner loops. In contrast, do statements favor one of the other three rules. In total, 8.77% of the loops contain nested loops. It is natural that when developers adopt the for statement, the expression in the for initialization part is usually fired by the variable-declaration statement (int i=0); the for termination part is usually fired by infix expression (i<items.size()) and the for update part is usually fired by postfix (or prefix) expression (i++). The data in Figure 7 confirm our intuition. The use of the variable-declaration, infix, prefix and postfix expressions in the for statement covers 93.1%, and their proportion is close to 1:1:1. The data indicate a rule usage pattern that the variable-declaration, infix, postfix and postfix expressions are bundled with the for statement. This provides strong evidence for language designers to construct a new syntactic rule (sugar) to facilitate coding. Hence, the enhanced-for statement was proposed in JLS3 to let programmers concentrate on the logic inside the loop body and not worry about managing loop indexing. The data in Figure 4 (c) also confirm that the introduction of the enhanced-for statement has changed how programmers select looping constructs.
Findings:
1. Syntactic rules exhibit nontrivial dependency. For example, 6% of rule combinations show strong dependency with > 50% probability.
2. Rule usage is contextual and helps identify potential syntactic sugars to simplify a language or guide syntactic level, instead of the usual lexical level, code completion and suggestion.
Applications
The main purpose of our study is to understand programming language usage from the perspective of syntactic rules. We have investigated characteristics of both independent and dependent rule usage and how rule usage evolves. Our results suggest several potential applications, which we discuss next.
Language design and restriction Programming language design has been largely artistic, driven by language architects' aesthetic concerns and intuitions. Typically language designers have limited knowledge on how programmers may actually use a language. As languages (such as Java and C++) may gradually introduce new features, they become more complex and impose additional obstacles for novices to learn. Recall that the PSRP values discussed in Section 3.1 show that not all, but a subset of syntactic rules is adopted in a single project. Inspired by the concept of compact profiles 6 defined in Java 8, we envision the construction of syntactic rule subsets from mined rule usage information. A programmer may adopt a proper subset for a given scenario. In addition, rarely used syntactic rules or ones with significantly decreased usage over time can guide language designers in optimizing/redesigning the rules. Programmers can also be warned so that they can use these rules more judiciously. Programming languages contain not only good features, but also bad features. Poorly-designed features usually induce programmers to write bad code, which may further impact the quality of the software. In Java, for example, the super-field access expression permits customers to visit the fields of its super class directly. However, the use of this rule meanwhile violates the principle of information hiding. In this study, we found many bad practices in using the syntactic rules, e.g. ignoring caught exceptions (see Section 5.2, also check the list in Section 3.2). In order to prevent language customers from abusing these features, restricting the use of certain bad features is indispensable. By analyzing the usage of the syntactic rules, we can learn and construct this subset (without restricted rules) by given requirements (e.g. performance, reliability, security) from existing practical code and enforce employees/developers to use.
Identification of syntactic sugars
Our results on depth-2 dependent rule usage have already motivated the automatic generation of syntactic sugars based on programmers' usage patterns. As discussed in Section 5.2, although the syntax of for-each has been applied in other programming languages, the use of the for statement in Java provides strong evidence that confirms the necessity of introducing the enhanced-for statement as a syntactic sugar. Our results also capture some potential syntactic sugars. For instance, the if statement always appear in the else part of another if statement, it would be significant to add a syntactic rule of elseif, like the elseif in PHP. In this study, we found 80 pairs of the rules that have strong use dependencies. It is interesting investigate and mine possible syntactic sugars. Moreover, deeper depth bounded dependent rule analysis may yield further opportunities for rule usage patterns.
Code recommendation and completion
The strong contextual nature of syntactic rule usage promises a new potential code recommendation and completion technique based on structured syntax, rather than lexical tokens. As the depth-2 rule use dependencies have been calculated in Section 5, we adopt the conditional probability to predict the possible child rules that can be derived from the parent rule. Figure 8 shows an imaginary scenario that how syntax-based code recommendation is executed. When a user is entering a while statement, the system lists in-place candidate rules that user may adopt next, ranked by their contextual dependencies with the while statement. The user can select the appropriate rule and the recommendation process is iterative. In addition, we found, a parent rule derives, on average, only 20 syntactic rules, in which top 3∼5 of them dominate. That means, the user only need to lookup within a relatively small scope and consume less time and energy. We believe, this completion technique is lightweight; it only completes the skeleton of source code and leaves the concrete implementation to the programmers. It is also a worthwhile complement to current completion techniques.
Threats to Validity
Construct validity The construct validity of our study rests on the measurements performed, in particular related to the corpus construction, evolution analysis of rule usage. Regarding the corpus construction, we select and download over 5, 000 projects with different characteristics, such as project size and domain. All projects are from GitHub, as it is easier to programmatically checkout multiple snapshots of the projects by Git. GitHub is one of the most popular project hosting service and hosts a great number of diverse projects. Thus, there is no indication that the projects we selected are biased toward any specific project types. In addition, many projects, which contain multiple languages in their implementations and are not dominated by Java are also included in our corpus. In some extreme cases, projects only involve 1 Java file. However, these are not toy projects since we selected them based on their popularity in Github. Hence, it is hard to filter and eradicate them on the premise of not including bias.
Regarding the evolution analysis of rule usage, to obtain the per year rule usage data, we automatically check out multiple versions from the code repository. By default, we select the first commit after a given time as a project's representative version for the year. However, not every project has a continuous development history. Some projects were interrupted by several months, even several years in some cases. This may cause the time of the snapshots that we checked out to be inconsistent with expectations. However, it is unavoidable to some extent. Based on our observations, only a few projects suffer from this issue, which does not affect the overall results.
External validity Threats to external validity are concerned with whether the results are applicable in general. The 5, 646 projects we study are all from open-source communities, our conclusions on syntactic rule usage may deviate from the results on commercial projects. In addition, all projects under analysis are implemented in Java; no other language is studied. However, the study process is general, which can be easily applied for other languages. For the future work, it would be desirable to analyze more kinds of projects (including commercial projects), developed in different programming languages to confirm our general conclusions.
Related Work
Relatively few studies empirically analyze language syntax usage in recent years. Fewer focus on the evolution of the syntax adoption and syntactic rule dependency usage.
Studies of Programming Languages. As with many other things, Knuth was one of the first to conduct an empirical study of how programmers use syntax on 440 Fortran programs [1] . He obtained the distribution of statement types through static analysis and project profiles through dynamic analysis. Based on the obtained knowledge on how Fortran was actually used by developers, he provided several strategies to optimize the compiler. Knuth's study has inspired additional researchers to consider how a programming language is used by developers. A variety of languages were studied, e.g. COBOL [6, 7] , APL [8] and Pascal [9] , through similar mechanisms. Our work can be viewed as a modern follow-up to Knuth's work to study a popular, mature and widely-used programming language. Besides the conventional analysis of independent rule usage, we further conducted more comprehensive studies, including the evolution of the rule usage and dependent rule usage.
Dyer et al. conducted a large-scale study on Java features usage [12, 30] . We have identified some of the same results, e.g. some of the features are most popular while several ones are rarely used by developers. In essence, however, our work differs in several ways: (i) their work mainly focused on the usage of the newly-introduced syntactic rules of Java's three newest editions, while we examined all syntactic rules, including the rules they studied; (ii) We studied rule usage evolution of all syntactic rules, while their work concentrated on the adoption of the newly-added rules by developers; and (iii) We studied dependent rule usage while theirs did not. Some other studies focused on a small set of selected language features, e.g. generics adoption in Java [31] [32] [33] and C++ [34] , the reflection usage in Java [11] . Instead, we comprehensively studied language features from the perspective of language syntax.
Baxter et al. [35] presented the first in-depth study of the structure of Java programs through analyzing 56 projects. They measured the key structural attributes to check whether they follow power-laws. Grechanik et al. also mined structural usage in more than 2,000 Java projects [36] . In addition, Collberg et al. presented a study of the static structure of Java byte code programs [37] . They obtained both simple counts, e.g. methods per class, instructions per method and instructions per basic block, and complex structure metrics, e.g. the complexity of CFGs. In contrast to their work, we formulated such structure attributes as syntactic rule usage dependencies, and conducted a more comprehensive analysis. Furthermore, we also analyzed usage of the newly introduced rules and their impact on existing rules, which they did not consider.
Kim and Yi [38] studied the usage of syntactic sugar in Java and C#. They focused on the for and enhanced-for statements, and analyzed their usage in 10 C# projects and 10 Java projects. They found that C# developers preferred to use syntactic sugar while Java developers use relatively less syntactic sugar. In our study, we analyzed the evolution of the usage of loop-related rules. We found that the usage of the enhanced-for statement has approached the usage of the for statement, and the introduction of the enhanced-for statement greatly reduced the usage of the other loop rules.
Meyerovich and Rabkin identified the factors that lead to programming language adoption [39] , e.g. prior language skills, availability of open source tools. Ray et al. studied how programming language impacts the code quality from multiple dimensions [40] . They found language design did have a significant, but modest effect on software quality. Their work inspired an interesting question that how syntax impact the language adoption and the code quality.
Studies of Software Characteristics. As more open source repositories (e.g. Github, Sourceforge) have been publicly available, many researchers have started to learn software characteristics through empirical approaches. Gabel and Su studied software uniqueness [41] . They found that software generally lacks uniqueness which most code snippets we need to write already exist. Hindle et al. studied naturalness that actual code is "regular and predictable", like natural language utterances [42] . They followed the uniqueness study and confirmed the "syntactic redundancy" of software. Tu et al. further studied the localness that human-written programs were localized [43] . They introduced a cache language model that optimized the n-gram model by involving local regularities of the code to improve code suggestion accuracy. Our study studied software from the perspective of the language syntax, and found many syntactic rule usage is predictable. Allamanis and Sutton used nonparametric Bayesian probabilistic tree substitution to mine idioms from source code [44] . Their idioms are rules in a tree substitution grammar inferred from ASTs; our rule dependencies directly study the actual usage of the rules of a programming language's grammar; studying the relationship between these two views of ASTs is future work. Many other studies mined the vocabularies of the programming language to obtain the "word" usage statistics [45, 46] . Instead, we learned the usage distribution of the syntax rules.
Programming Language Education. Recent studies have shown evidences that syntax of a programming language remains a significant barrier to novice computer science students [5] . Denny et al. conducted a study to investigate the language syntax barrier for novice programmers [4] . They collected syntax errors from students' course exercises during a drill and practice activity. They found students often struggled with language syntax, even when writing short fragments of code. Stefik et al.
also performed a controlled experiment to analyze what syntactical elements from programming languages have effects on the correctness of the novice programmer's use of language constructs [5] . Our study analyzed more programs in practice, exhibited the actual use of the language that can be applied by language designer to better optimize the design of the language. We followed the same objective to ease the barrier for language learners.
Conclusion and Future Work
We have presented a large-scale study of how Java's language syntax is used in practice using more than 5, 000 open-source Java projects. Our study has exposed interesting quantitative information to help understand how Java's syntactic rules have been used, both individually and considering contextual dependencies. This work enables and promotes a data-driven approach to language design.
There are several interesting directions for future work. First, we plan to conduct a more comprehensive study with other programming languages to increase the external validity of our findings. Second, we are interested in investigating the possibility of using rule dependencies to facilitate syntax-based code completion. Third, we plan to provide additional suggestions on improving language design, e.g. by constructing more easy-touse syntactic sugar. Finally, we would like to understand how different language syntax features are used from more perspectives, e.g. does the number of developers in the project correlate with the number of rules used; does the project category affect the distribution of the rule usage; does the adoption of one or several specific rules improve the defect rate and reduce the code quality.
